Non-structured spike sequences of hippocampal neuronal ensembles in awake animals.
The hippocampal network generates synchronized spikes of a large population of pyramidal neurons associated with sharp-wave ripples in local field potential signals. Ample evidence demonstrates that the synchronized spikes are created by sequential activation of hippocampal place cells that correspond to the animal's past or future trajectories and are hypothesized to play instrumental roles in mnemonic functions. However, not all place-cell spike sequences are precisely organized, and some sequences are composed of spikes from non-spatial cells, implying that not all hippocampal synchronized events directly replicate learned behavioral episodes. While less attention has been given to such non-ordered spike sequences, variable and dynamic selection of active neuronal assemblies may be optimal mechanisms for rapidly reorganizing functional circuits and self-developing novel representations to enable flexible decision-making processes. We recently showed that specific neurons, including both spatial and non-spatial cells, are preferentially recruited in synchronous events for particular time periods, suggesting that there are temporally fluctuating background states of the hippocampal network that determine active neuronal ensembles. Based on recent reports, this review discusses potential roles of the low-fidelity, heterogeneous repertoire of synchronized spike sequences of hippocampal neurons.